BRIGHT NIGHTS
Hook - Silver
Tag - Silver oval
Tail - Sky Blue DNA
Rib - Silver wire
Rear Body - Holographic silver mylar
Hackle - Silver Doctor Blue badger cock
Rib - Silver wire
Front Body - Black floss
Wing - Guinea Fowl covert dyed blue
Flash - Micro Pearl Krystal Flash
Cheeks - Jungle cock
Hackle - Silver Badger cock
Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the
point tying in a length of Medium Silver Wire. Wind the Wire 4 turns
backwards to form a tag, take the wire between the 2 hooks and pull
back towards the head. Secure with the thread. Cut a small bunch of
DNA and tie in for the tail. Tie in a length of Small Silver wire and a
length of flat Holo Silver, take the thread to the midpoint trapping in
everything and trim off the waste. Wind the tinsel up to here forming the
rear half of the body. Rib with the wire and trim off. Tie in a SD Blue
cock hackle by the tip, double it and wind 4 turns. The hackle should
reach just beyond the end of the hook. Take some turns of thread over
the base of the hackle to slope it backwards. Tie in a length of Silver
wire and a length of Black floss. Take the thread back to the head
binding everything in and trim the waste. Wind the floss up to the head
forming the front body. Rib it with the wire and trim off the waste. Rip a
section of fibres from a Guinea Fowl feather, choose a feather with the
straightest fibres you have. Tie these in as a wing just reaching the end
of the hook. Tie in 4 strands of Pearl Micro Krystal Flash the same
length over the top. Bind down and trim the waste at a taper. Prepare a
pair of Jungle Cock eyes and tie in. Tie in a Silver Badger cock hackle
by the tip. Double it and wind 3 turns, this hackle should be shorter than
the mid hackle. Form a smooth head. Apply a thin coat of superglue
and when dry apply a coat of nail varnish.
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